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I. INTRODUCTION
A MONG the techniques recently developed to increase the efficiency of Monte Carlo simulations of transmission penalties due to polarization-mode dispersion (PMD), importance sampling (IS) [1] - [4] and multicanonical Monte Carlo (MMC) sampling [5] , [6] seem most promising. Neither of these methods, however, has so far specifically addressed polarization-dependent chromatic dispersion (PCD), which is known to produce transmission impairments. The issue is relevant since it is not clear what is the impact of large PCD events on system behavior. The purpose of this work is to address both of these questions.
After PMD compensation, SOPMD can become the main source of residual distortions [8] - [10] . Second-order PMD (SOPMD) is quantified by the frequency derivative of the PMD vector [7] . The component of SOPMD parallel to the PMD vector gives rise to PCD, while the perpendicular component results in depolarization. Since the depolarization is normally larger than PCD, efforts to maximize SOPMD typically result in large depolarization. Because PCD is also a source of impairments, however, comprehensive PMD tools should also be able to target large PCD. The growth of first-and second-order PMD is governed by the first two PMD concatenation equations [7] , which for linearly birefringent elements are Here, and are, respectively, the first-and second-order PMD vector after the th section, while and are, respectively, the PMD vector and the Müller matrix of the th section. We consider a concatenation of such sections, with the length of each section taken to be Maxwellian-distributed; i.e., each component of is an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variable (RV) with zero mean and variance , where is the mean total differential group delay (DGD) of the line. This choice has been shown to result in a very efficient PMD generation model [3] .
II. IS AND MMC FOR PCD
To apply IS, we first need to identify the most probable configurations that produce the events of interest, which in our case are large values of total PCD. As in [2] - [4] , we employ a continuum limit of (1), (2), with being the limiting value of DGD per section. The resulting equations can be solved exactly [3] . Unfortunately however, we are unable to find analytically the choice of that maximizes the total PCD. Let be the local reference frame such that is aligned with with , and with their cross product, as in [2] and [3] . A constrained maximum for the PCD exists if is restricted to be constant in both magnitude and direction [4] . Restricting oneself to constant biasing directions, however, is not an asymptotically efficient way to generate large PCD (nor large SOPMD). From (1) and (2), it is easily seen that nonzero PCDs are only generated when goes off the plane. (In contrast, DGD is maximized when is parallel to , and SOPMD when the orientation of varies linearly from to [1] - [4] .) Parametrize as , , and
. When , the choice of functions and that yields the maximum PCD can be searched for numerically. As the number of sections increases, the maximum PCD is generated when varies linearly from 0 to , and is almost identically zero except for the last few sections. This suggests that the largest PCD is obtained by producing large SOPMD with almost zero total DGD, and then, at the last section, orienting parallel or antiparallel to (for positive or negative PCDs, respectively).
The MMC method is based on the generation of random samples (here, ) via the Metropolis algorithm [11] . Let be the matrix containing the components of the individual PMD vectors of all birefringent sections. First, a trial configuration is generated by considering a random perturbation . If we accept with probability and reject it otherwise, where is the probability density function (pdf) for i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian RVs with variance , then follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution. MMC is a modification of the above procedure: After each iteration, (i.e., after a predetermined number of samples), probabilities are computed by sorting values into bins, and the resulting distributions are used to guide the next iteration [12] . In its simplest form, one modifies the acceptance probability as , where and are the pdf of the total PCD as computed at the previous iteration, evaluated at the bins corresponding to and , respectively. In each iteration, a new histogram is computed for each bin, and the probability associated with each bin is updated after the iteration is completed [12] . Note that Metropolis-generated samples are correlated; a sufficient number of steps must be used for the system to lose memory of the initial conditions (ICs). We also found it essential to discard an initial fraction of the configurations, to avoid a systematic bias of the pdf toward the ICs used for the algorithm. Fig. 1 shows the pdf of PCD for 20 Maxwellian sections with ps. For IS, in light of the above discussion, we used , and , with (unbiased), 0.6, and 1.2 and 40 000 samples for each case. For MMC, we took each element of to be a Gaussian RV with standard deviation 25% of ; with this choice, roughly 30% of the perturbations were accepted. Four iterations were performed, each with 3000 steps (of which the first 1000 were discarded) for each of 1000 different ICs. For both IS and MMC, convergence is slower compared to the same methods applied to DGD and depolarization. The IS simulations, however, took 40 s on a single-processor workstation, while the MMC simulations required 8 min on the same machine.
III. PULSE BROADENING AFTER PMD COMPENSATION
The temporal pulse broadening (PB) is defined as [13] , [14] , where is the square of the root mean square (rms) pulsewidth, and the bar denotes the average of a quantity with respect to the pulse intensity:
, with being the pulse envelope's Jones vector. The PB is an often-used estimate of PMD-induced penalties [13] - [17] , since it is usually well-correlated with penalties, but at the same time it is independent of the receiver. Neglecting input chirp, nonlinearity, and dispersion, the PMD-induced broadening is [14] ( 3) where is the input PMD vector, is the pulse's input Stokes vector (which we take to be constant across the pulse), and here averages are performed with respect to the pulse's spectral intensity:
, with being the Fourier transform of . When the mean DGD of the line is less than the pulsewidth, the PMD correlation bandwidth is larger than the pulse bandwidth, and can be approximately considered to be independent of frequency in (3). We refer to this as the "small PMD" limit. In this case, first-order PMD dominates, and , where is the DGD at center frequency and is the power splitting among the principal states of polarization. Then, because the DGD before compensation is Maxwellian and is uniformly distributed in [0, 1], the PB before compensation is Rayleigh-distributed [13] . Equation (3) also holds after compensation, but the DGD distribution after compensation is not Maxwellian. Thus, the pdf of the PB after compensation is not Rayleigh, even for small PMD. If variable-delay compensators are used to cancel the DGD at the center frequency, however, (3) can be expanded around the pulse's center frequency to show that, approximately (and assuming the pulse spectrum is symmetric),
, where is the square of the rms pulse bandwidth and here is the magnitude of SOPMD at center frequency. Hence, the PB follows approximately the SOPMD distribution (a "sech-tanh" [18] ). A similar relation is found for optimal first-order compensators, which use the frequency-averaged PMD vector [17] . These relations, however, are not valid for large PMD, i.e., when the PMD correlation bandwidth becomes smaller than the pulse bandwidth, which is when PMD is most likely to induce large transmission penalties.
IV. TRANSMISSION SIMULATIONS
To assess the impact of PCD on transmission penalties, we performed two sets of importance-sampled pulse transmission simulations. The first set ("without PCD biasing") used multiple biasings to obtain combinations of large DGD and/or SOPMD [4] , with , and . The second set ("with PCD biasing") used the same technique with the addition of the biasing choice designed to obtain large PCDs, as described above. The input was a Gaussian-shape return-to-zero pulse with a full rms width of 5 ps (yielding an rms bandwidth of 200 GHz), and the mean DGD of the line was varied between 1 ps ("small PMD") and 10 ps ("large PMD"). After transmission, the pulse was sent to a three degree-of-freedom (DOF) PMD compensator, with exact DGD cancellation at center frequency. A total of 180 000 (10 000) fiber realizations were used in the simulations with (without) PCD biasing, with 20 random input states of polarization per fiber realization. Fig. 2 shows the pdf of the residual PB after PMD compensation for small and large PMD, respectively; Fig. 3 shows, for the same cases, the joint pdf of PB and SOPMD, and Fig. 4 the joint pdf of PB and PCD, again after PMD compensation in both cases. For small PMD, Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) indeed show a good agreement betwen the numerical results and the relation . As expected, for large PMD, the direct proportionality does not Fig. 2 . PDF of PB after PMD compensation reconstructed from IS simulations (squares), for h i = 1 ps (left) and for 10 ps (right). In the first case, h i is 20% of the pulsewidth, and the pdf agrees very well with the theoretical predictions. In the second case, h i is twice the pulsewidth, and no theoretical predictions exist. Rayleigh (dotted-dashed lines), Maxwellian (dashed lines), and "sech-tanh" (solid lines) distributions with the same mean as the PB are shown. Insets: Simulations with just first-and second-order PMD biasing, i.e., without explicit PCD biasing. apply, but a correlation still exists between PB and SOPMD. This should be compared to the lower correlation found between PB and PCD, even for small PMD. (In Fig. 4 , regions of large PB exist for any value of PCD.)
Figs. 2-4 are obtained from simulations with PCD biasing. Simulations without PCD biasing, however, produce equivalent results for the PB for both small and large PMD (see insets of Fig. 2 ). This means that, even though explicitly biasing the PCD generates larger PCDs than does first-and second-order biasing, first-and second-order biasing is nonetheless enough to fully describe the transmission penalties in a system with up to three-DOF PMD compensation. (In contrast, biasing only the DGD is insufficient to generate full statistics for the penalties after PMD compensation [9] .) This in turn suggests that, even though large PCD events do result in transmission penalties, their relative weight (compared to events with large DGD and/or SOPMD) is such that they are not significant in determining the penalties' pdf. Note also that the depolarization is on average much larger than the PCD, and if the PB is related to the total SOPMD, one can expect a stronger correlation with the depolarization than with the PCD. That this is indeed the case is confirmed by calculating the joint pdf of PB and depolarization, which results in plots almost identical to those in Fig. 3 .
V. CONCLUSION
We extended IS and MMC to target large PCD events, and we performed numerical simulations of PMD-induced transmission effects in a system with PMD compensation, discussing the degree of correlation between PB, PCD, and SOPMD. Numerical results indicate that large PCD events are not significant in determining transmission penalties for PMD compensators with up to three DOF. Thus, when studying the performance of these devices, it is not necessary to explicitly bias for large PCDs if one is already employing first-and second-order PMD biasing. These results validate the multiple IS technique described in [2] - [4] . Nonetheless, expressely targeting large PCDs should be useful in special situations, for example, when testing the response of PMD compensators to specific types of distortions.
